Most behavioral evidences coming from studies of neurological patients began to challenge Ungerleider and Mishkin's "what versus where" hypothesis. Studies that closely observe patients' attempt to make visually guided movement are particularly important. Close examination of patients with diffuse and profound damage to posterior partial cortex "homolog of dorsal stream in visual pathway", clinically known as optic ataxia, showed that they were unable not only to reach objects in right direction but also to appropriately adjust position of their hands in space when grasping them [2] . Furthermore, these patients were surprisingly still able to describe visual features such as size, orientation and relative spatial location of different objects they were not able to reach [3] .
Patients with damage to ventral stream, clinically known as visual agnosia, had visual deficits and spared visual functions [4] . Selective damage to object recognition areas in the ventral stream disrupts patient's ability to discriminate between objects based upon their size, shape and orientation while these patients have no difficulty to adjust their hands to the size, shape and orientation of those same objects when they try to pick them up [2] . Calibrating accurate grasping movements probably is due to intact dorsal stream playing a critical role in pre-specification of movement parameters [5] . Behavioral studies of patients with visual agnosia and optic ataxia in which ventral and dorsal stream are damaged respectively show functional division between the ventral and dorsal stream [6] . Both streams process visual inputs carrying information about orientation and shape, and spatial characteristics of objects. However, each stream has different purposes and utilizes visual information in different ways [6] . Ventral and dorsal streams are dedicated to processing visual features of the object for perceptual purpose and for control of action, respectively. Interestingly, the ventral stream transforms broader range of visual features for perceptual purpose while the dorsal stream transforms some of those visual features for actions [7] . In a study conducted by Aglioti et al, healthy observers were tested with Ebbinghause illusion. In this type of illusion, two target discs with the same size are surrounded by two circles of different sizes [8] . One disc surrounded by smaller circle seems larger than other one surrounded by larger circle. When observers were asked to grasp the target discs, grip aperture was very well adjusted proportional to actual size of disc not unreal size. This study suggested that vision for perception tends to be "object-centered". Therefore, perceptual system needs to process the size, shape, color, lightness and location of object with respect to other, especially larger objects. This study also showed that unlike perceptual system, visiomotor network has to be viewer-centered and to compute absolute size of objects and their position relative to observer [9] . While these findings refute separate streams for processing of object vision and spatial vision, they support the idea of transformation of spatial information for object perception and object-directed grasping in two different streams.
Physiological approach of spatial information processing in visual system
The Dorsal Stream
Since posterior parietal cortex "major terminus for the dorsal stream" are highly involved in visual fixation, eye movement and visually guided grasping and reaching, Andersen suggested that majority of cells in this area "exhibit sensory-related and movement-related activity" [9, 10] . One study showed some cells in the dorsal stream are visually sensitive. Fifty-five percent of cells classified as "hand-movement-related neurons" got stimulated during manipulation of objects in the dark. Most of the hand-movement-related neurons were selective in type of manipulated objects. Of these, Sixty-nine percent were affected by visual stimulus such as size, shape and orientation. Based on these findings, hand-movement related neurons are associated with visually guided hand movement particularly with adjusting of hand movement to spatial features of manipulated object [11] . Motion sensitive cells have different subtypes in the dorsal stream. Some of them continuously provide updated information about disposition and structural features of object and some other cells which are direction and disparity sensitive participate in coding the direction of self-motion in environment [12] .
Through extensive electrophysiology studies, Duhamel, Colby and Goldberg showed that some neurons in posterior parietal cortex are able to temporary change the receptive field even before saccadic eye movement, so the stimuli will fit into receptive field and get processed by neurons. The result of activity of these neurons is anticipation of shift in visual image on retina before an eye movement and update of object representation relative to observes every time they move [13] . In summary, role of posterior parietal cortex in processing the immediate and ego-centric characteristics of objects is crucial for skilled movement such as visually guided grasping [6] .
The Ventral Stream
Cells which respond to similar visual features of the object are arranged in columnar region in infertemporal cortex. Each column region is considered as a unit for description of objects. Difference in selectivity of cells in columns makes them similar to different amplifiers representing difference within a group of features. Combination of outputs of these amplifiers effectively describes different objects in nature [14] . Electrophysiological studies also showed that unlike to the dorsal stream, the ventral stream provides long term recognition memory of objects and events [15] . Compared to visual information used in visually guided action, visual information used in perception should be available over much longer time. Primary concern of perceptual system is position of an object within the scene, not its position with respect to the observer. Present perception of object with stored information of previously recognized object contribute to object recognition [7] .
Conclusion
There is a growing body of behavioral and neurophysiologic evidences explaining two streams of spatial information processing in mammalian visual system. Although both streams receive information about structural features and orientation of objects in nature, they utilize quite different ways to process information. They also put different sets of information into effect for different purposes. The ventral and dorsal streams process structural features of an object and its position relative to other objects and the observer, respectively. Regarding the outputs of two streams, the ventral stream provides long term recognition of the object while the dorsal stream provide instantaneous action relevant information.
